A worrying trend over the past decade has been the taxonomic splitting of mammal species, mostly by raising subspecies to species. Because of its potential bearing on conservation, we advise caution in this practice, which we maintain should be based solely on peer-reviewed evidence of biological validity.
This trend is mainly the result of a shift from the biological to the phylogenetic species concept. The biological species concept holds that species are groups of (actually or potentially) interbreeding populations. The phylogenetic species concept and its variants, by contrast, define species either as the smallest cluster sharing genetically transmitted characters, such that all individuals are unequivocally diagnosable on the basis of those characters, or as monophyletic assemblages. In these, all individuals sharing a common ancestor belong to one species, with common ancestry inferred on the basis of shared derived characters (see, for example, C. Groves and P. 
Sometimes Bayesian statistics are better
David Vaux argues that experimental biologists should be better versed in classical statistics (Nature 492, 180-181; 2012) . We suggest that they might also join the shift to Bayesian statistics that is already under way in many other areas of science.
He defines the 95% confidence interval (CI) as "with 95% confidence, the population mean will lie in this interval", adding that it is commonly used "to infer where the population mean lies, and to compare two populations".
However, a 95% CI merely tells us that if we were to sample from the population many times and calculate a 95% CI for each sample, 95% of the calculated CIs would, on average, contain the true population mean. Because classical statistics concern conditional probabilities of data based on assumed true parameter values (namely, the plausibility of the observed or more extreme data, given our assumptions), the 95% CI does not allow a probabilistic inference about "where the population mean lies".
Bayesian 
Royal Institution is ever more relevant
You mischaracterize the impact and continued relevance of the Royal Institution of Great Britain (RI) by presenting an incomplete picture (Nature 493, 452; 2013) .
In 2012 the RI delivered 87 evening events. Of the 46 held in the Faraday Theatre, the mean attendance was 288, much higher than might be expected from a small marketing budget. The thriving schools programme featured 136 lectures and workshops, reaching nearly 13,000 students last year alone. The RI runs mathematics and engineering masterclasses for schoolchildren at more than 140 UK locations. Our activities score very highly using the industry-standard Generic Learning Outcomes, which gauge enjoyment, inspiration, knowledge and understanding.
Thanks to its unique position and unrivalled heritage, the RI attracts the best scientists and science communicators across its programmes, including psychologist Stephen Pinker and physicist Brian Cox.
Even if one thinks that public talks are irrelevant in this age of "the Internet and mass media", then the RI is still a powerful player. Our televised Christmas Lectures had an audience of 4.2 million in 2011.
The RI Channel website launched just over a year ago and showcases some 300 videos, which have so far attracted almost 1 million views. Some highlight recent RI events, others feature re-digitized footage from our archive, and there are high-quality videos from scientific institutions across the world.
I accept that mistakes made by the RI have led to the current situation. The growing popularity of its programmeslive, broadcast and online -isn't one of them. Another collider is not the way forward You encourage the international particle-physics community to support Japan's offer to host the next big particle collider, the International Linear Collider (ILC; Nature 492, 312; 2012). But the case for the ILC is not strong at this point, considering that the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in Switzerland has revealed only one standard-model Higgs-bosonlike particle so far. The European strategy for particle physics will shortly be updated, but many European countries are hesitant to invest taxpayers' money in another largescale collider (Nature Physics 9, 1; 2013). Instead, the community should be focusing on the LHC, its future upgrades and other, smaller-scale physics projects. 
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